Deep Learning + Reinforcement Learning
SUMMER SCHOOL

SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

Presented by CIFAR and Mila in collaboration with Amii and the Vector Institute.

WHERE THE WORLD COMES TO LEARN AI
Montréal, Quebec | JULY 17 – 21, 2023
ABOUT THE 2023 DLRL SUMMER SCHOOL

We invite you to sponsor the 2023 Deep Learning Reinforcement Learning (DLRL) Summer School, taking place in beautiful Montréal, Quebec.

- Support the next generation of AI talent.
- Advance your recruiting goals by showcasing your company among the world’s most talented future AI leaders.
- Interact with critical players in the Canadian AI ecosystem.
- Access exclusive training opportunities for your technical professionals to attend, including prestigious workshops
- Join industry leaders at the forefront of the latest AI trends, issues, research and innovation.

In the nearly two decades since CIFAR hosted the first Deep Learning + Reinforcement Learning (DLRL) Summer School, a thriving community of DLRL graduates has grown, with alumni now at the helm of some of the world’s top tech firms and academic labs.

Today DLRL is a key launching pad for the world’s most talented AI and machine learning researchers. This prestigious, highly competitive training opportunity is hosted by CIFAR each year in partnership with Canada’s three national AI institutes: Amii in Edmonton, Mila in Montréal and the Vector Institute in Toronto.

CONTACT US

Dr. Elissa Strome, elissa.strome@cifar.ca
Executive Director, Pan-Canadian AI Strategy at CIFAR
dlrl.ca
2023
A CELEBRATION
OF THE RETURN TO
IN-PERSON LEARNING
AND NETWORKING

DLRL 2023 WILL BE THE FIRST IN-PERSON SUMMER SCHOOL
SINCE 2019.

Over the course of five days, participants will be taught by renowned experts across
industry and academia, including Canada CIFAR AI Chairs, about cutting-edge topics in
machine learning. Networking sessions, social events, and the career fair will provide
rich opportunities for participants to directly interact and network with speakers and
colleagues across the AI ecosystem.

MILA: THE CENTRAL HUB IN QUEBEC’S VIBRANT AI ECOSYSTEM

Founded by Yoshua Bengio, Mila is recognized worldwide as a leading hub for AI research
and innovation. With nearly 900 affiliated researchers, the Mila community boasts
the largest concentration of deep learning academics anywhere in the world,
particularly in the areas of language modelling, machine translation, object recognition,
and generative models.
ACCELERATING THE ADOPTION OF AI FOR BETTER BUSINESS OPERATIONS

Mila works with companies and organizations to accelerate the adoption and deployment of AI in their operations. Whether it’s collaborative research, technology transfer, proof-of-concept development, or AI experimentation, Mila’s experts are committed to making AI more accessible and actionable for businesses, organizations, the economy, and society.

THE DLRL SUMMER SCHOOL CAREER FAIR

Hosted in Mila’s vibrant research centre in the Mile-Ex neighbourhood of Montréal, the 2023 DLRL Career Fair is the ideal setting for your organization to showcase opportunities for top global talent to work with you on real-world problems in AI. DLRL sponsors have the opportunity to send members of your team to participate in the school and engage directly with the world’s brightest minds in AI and machine learning.

CONTACT US

Dr. Elissa Strome, elissa.strome@cifar.ca
Executive Director, Pan-Canadian AI Strategy at CIFAR
dlrl.ca
## Sponsorship Levels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Benefits</th>
<th>Recognition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Gold: $50,000** | • 2 seats at the DLRL Summer School for members of your technical team to advance their knowledge and insights  
• Gold Tier Career Fair booth  
• Access to evening events for 2 representatives  
• Receive a list of contacts of researchers / participants who give permission  
• Host a meet & greet with researchers | • Large and prominent logo placement on DLRL Summer School website  
• Lunch and coffee sponsor for one of the 3 days, with prominent logo placement and recognition  
• Sponsor logos on the screen in between presentations throughout each day  
• Sponsored evening event (incl. opening remarks)  
• Opportunity for senior leader of organization to make introductory remarks  
• 3 Social Media shoutouts  
• Featured story on cifar.ca |
| **Silver: $25,000** | • 1 seat at the DLRL Summer School for a member of your technical team to advance their knowledge and insights  
• Silver Tier Career Fair booth  
• Access to evening events for 1 representative | • Medium logo placement on DLRL Summer School website  
• Dedicated day for sponsored lunch and coffee  
• 2 Social Media shoutouts |
| **Bronze: $15,000** | • 1 seat at the DLRL Summer School for a member of your technical team to advance their knowledge and insights  
• Bronze Tier Career Fair booth | • Small logo placement on DLRL Summer School website  
• Dedicated lunch break sponsorship |
| **$5,000** (exclusively available for nonprofits/startups) | • 1 seat at the DLRL Summer School for a member of your technical team to advance their knowledge and insights  
• Bronze Tier Career Fair booth | • Small logo placement on DLRL Summer School website |

1 Gold Tier sponsors will receive preferential placement for their Career Fair booths and will also have a larger booth size.

**Contact Us**

Dr. Elissa Strome, elissa.strome@cifar.ca  
Executive Director, Pan-Canadian AI Strategy at CIFAR  
dlrl.ca